Imaging and clinicopathologic features of myxoid meningiomas.
Due to their rarity, the natural history and imaging of myxoid meningiomas are not completely characterized. We analyzed clinical, imaging, and pathologic features of myxoid meningioma seen neurosurgically or in consultation between 1999 and 2018. Archival material was searched for meningiomas designated "myxoid meningioma" at Vanderbilt University School of Medicine (1997 - 2004) and the University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry (1994 - 2018). Our cases were predominantly in females and presented with a slow progression of symptoms. Each tumor was in the hemispheres. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) found most were hyperintense on T2-weighted images. Each meningioma had foci of limited meningothelial amongst extensive myxoid histology with Alcian-blue-staining stroma and EMA-immunoreactive cells. Myxoid meningiomas present with atypical imaging and histologic characteristics but are not truly metaplastic, i.e., are not differentiated to a different cell type.